**JANUARY 16**

Talking Architecture № 1
Stephen Cassell (2024 Resident) & Maria Claudia Clemente —
Research in Architectural Practice
18:00–20:00
Aula Magna, La Sapienza
Piazza Fontanella Borghese, 9

**FEBRUARY 20**

Lecture, Installation
Jessica L. Harris (2024 Fellow) — Across the Atlantic: African American Female Entertainers in 1960s and 1970s Italy
18:30–20:00
American Academy in Rome
#BlackHistoryMonth

**JANUARY 19**

Concert
Manhattan String Quartet in Concert*
18:00–19:30
Villa Aurelia
American Academy in Rome
*Invitation only

**MARCH 5, 6 & 7**

Conference
Reception Across the Disciplines: Theory & Praxis, Past & Present, Form & Content
14:00–20:00
American Academy in Rome

**FEBRUARY 8**

Conversations/Conversazioni, Experience
Pairings: Progress and Tradition through Food and Wine
18:00–20:00
American Academy in Rome

**MARCH 19**

Seminar
Associazione Internazionale di Archeologia Classica (AIAC) — Incontri
17:00–19:00
American Academy in Rome

**FEBRUARY 13**

Screening, Performance, Conversations/Conversazioni
Black Europeans from Renaissance to Present Day
18:00–20:00
American Academy in Rome
#BlackHistoryMonth

**MARCH 26**

Talking Architecture № 2
Ajay Manthripragada (2024 Fellow) & Supervoid — TRANSATLANTICA
18:00–20:00
Aula Magna, La Sapienza
Piazza Fontanella Borghese, 9

Introducing *Talking Architecture*, a series of talks dedicated to new orientations and outstanding achievements in contemporary American and Italian architecture hosted in collaboration with La Sapienza and Casa dell’Architettura.
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